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Atticus O'Sullivan, last of the Druids, doesn't care much for witches. Still, he's about to make nice
with the local coven by signing a mutually beneficial nonaggression treaty when suddenly the witch
population in modern-day Tempe, Arizona, quadruples overnight. And the new girls are not just bad,
they're badasses with a dark history on the German side of World War II. With a fallen angel
feasting on local high school students, a horde of Bacchants blowing in from Vegas with their
special brand of deadly decadence, and a dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for his
attention, Atticus is having trouble scheduling the witch hunt. But aided by his magical sword, his
neighbor's rocket-propelled grenade launcher, and his vampire attorney, Atticus is ready to sweep
the town and show the witchy women they picked the wrong Druid to hex.
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Looking for the perfect mix of humor and thrills with a twist? These are the Druids your looking for.
Hexed and Hounded don't disappoint.Hexed, the sophomore edition of The Iron Druid Chronicles, is
nonstop fun and excitement. Atticus O'Sullivan is a modern day druid, the last of his kind. And lately
the crazies have been coming out the woodwork. You would think that defeating a couple of Celtic
Gods, exorcising a few demons, and killing half a coven of witches would earn a guy some R&R.
Think again. Tempting Tempe, Atticus' little Arizonian oasis is starting to look ripe for the picking to
some pretty nasty supernaturals.A brood of German witches kick off the shenanigans by trying to
curse O'Sullivan and the local coven. The murderous attempt is quickly followed up by a demonic

straggler left behind by Aenghus Ã“g. Hearne keeps the pace swift with a visit from Coyote, who
informs Atticus of a fallen angel preying on some very unfortunate high school students. Then there
are the clergymen snooping around his bookstore, and the cops that just won't go away. But the
honey-do list just keeps getting longer since some sin city Bacchants are in town and ready to throw
down. Let's Party.It would be simpler to cut and run, but Atticus has decided that Tempe is home,
and he has an obligation to heal the land his prior nemisis destroyed. He's going to have to get help
from some familiar characters and strike a few ill advised bargains to get through the nine circles of
hellion relatively unscathed, though not unmolested. By the end you'll be wondering which battle
was more brutal, golems and demon spawn filled witches, or a tussle in the sack with the
Morrigan.Hexed like Hounded was a witty well written book.

This book gets a steely 5 gnomes out of 5 gnomes for being a superb sequel, having laugh out loud
writing, and characters that the reader can truly care about.This series has become one of my top 5
series, I just love so much about it. The characters and story are refreshing because it has
characters and themes that are common yet used in unexpected ways. Take religion, if you read
this series you will see and hear about a plethora of gods and goddesses from across many
cultures. I like that there are all these religious figures still out there in the world but some just
appear more often than others.The setting is the same as the previous book and you get to find out
even more about the large cast of characters. I liked seeing more of Atticus's nighttime lawyer, Leif
the vampire and Granuile his new apprentice.The side characters in this book are fleshed out really
well. The interactions between Leif and Atticus are great especially when he tries to help him with
his word phrasing so he doesn't sound as old as he actually is. Granuile (who's name I can't for the
life of me pronounce) is seen more in this book and shown to be quite savvy to all the weirdness of
witches, police problems, and learning all manner of information on what druids can do. It would be
interesting if Atticus and Granuile had a relationship because you can tell he's interested, on the
other hand though Atticus has a well known weakness for pretty women and she is technically his
student.Many of the best lines in the book are said by Oberon, the Irish wolfhound. Seeing how he
and Atticus interact is a lot of fun and also makes me hope that Kevin Hearne never has any plans
to kill him off like so many other authors, movies, and TV shows do with beloved pets.
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